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iii.Damages (1- old holes, 2- recent bad 

binding, 3- black ink spots)

a. Paleography

i. Scribal habits

ii. Repetition

iii.Scribal errors

III. COGD 5.2 Critical Edition (45 mins.)

a. Short history of the work

b. Getting the other MSS in addition to MS 

Alqosh

c. Birnie English translation

d. Constructing Stemma

e. Creating the textual corpus:

i. Manual transcription from Chabot’s 

edition 

ii. Digital OCR / Mar Aba letters

iii.Simtho e-corpus / letter of Timothy II
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a. Some Helpful Hints

1. Sources are Indispensable!

1. MSS even late copies

2. Old copies (B/W photocopy of Alqosh MS)

3. Previous editions (Chabot, Braun…)

4. Online corpora (Simtho, Syri.ac…)

5. Other ongoing projects (Kaufhold’s Turas Dine)

2. Consultations / Communication

1. With General Editor

2. With scholars (in addition to contributors of COGD)

3. With colleagues (COGD, Syriac studies) 

3. Organize your files properly

1. Metrical names for the files

2. Backup the files after each major step 

3. Make sure to name the files according to each change

4. Record your steps

1. Take several notes (work diary) 

2. Screenshots whenever it is possible

3. Emails: check previous discussions 

5. Beware of losing your work!

1. Save your CTE file frequently

2. Try not to open many files at the same time 

3. Print out and even pdf make another visual 

reality

6. Train your CTE

1. Syriac in CTE and Mac (some conflicts)

2. Build your model/template according a 

previous file 

3. Tricks in CTE Apparatus and how to print

7. Bibliography

1. Make a file for all the bibliography

2. Not every bibliography online is correct (check 

the books)!

3. Consistency of Names, places, dates, titles…

8. Pottering a complete pdf draft   

1. Separate files for: Introductions, Text of the 

edition, Translation

2. Each complete draft with unite header/footer 

(date and name)

3. Patience with many different comments!

Sources are Indispensable!



The Hidden Pearl: The Aramaic Heritage

I. Introduction

a. What is Syriac?



b. Importance of Syriac Synods?





c. Synodicon Orientale





II. Synodicon Orientale / Characteristics of the MS Alqosh 169 Baghdad 509



a. Texts (Content)

i. Chabot / Vosté / Haddad 

First Part: It contains many documents with various lacunas. 

These documents should be copied from original ones to 

create this comprehensive canonical collection. They include 

some fragments from the letters of Mar Aba (6th Cent.), 

canons of Nicaea, names of the bishops attended the Council 

of Nicaea, fragments from the letters of Mar Marutha (7th

Cent.), story of Constantine and Helen, treatise against the 

heresies, history of Nicaean Council (325) and emperor 

Constantine and a redaction for the council of Chalcedon 

(451). The Council of Gangra, the second council of Nicaea, 

Condemnation of Eutychus, Pope Leo’s letter to defend the 

two natures of Christ, the letter written from the Councils of 

bishops in the East to give the name of Patriarchate to the 

Catholicos of the East, in addition to other letters some 

published by Braun. 

A. Scher in 1906:

Notre Dame des Semences 90



Second Part: which was published by Chabot. It 

contains mainly thirteen Patriarchal Synods 

(General Councils) for the Syriac Church of the 

East:

Mar Isaac (410)

Mar Yahbalaha (420)

Mar Dadisho (424)
Mar Barṣawma (484)

Mar Acacius (486)

Mar Babai (497)

Mar Aba I (544)

Mar Joseph (554)

Mar Ezekiel (576)

Mar Ishoʿyahb I (585)

Mar Sabrishoʿ I (596)

Patriarch Gregory I (605)

Synod of 612 after the death of Gregory I

Patriarch Giwargis I (676)

Patriarch Giwargis I (680)
Mar Ḥenanishoʿ II (775)

Mar Timothy I (782)

M. Vosté in 1929:

Notre Dame des Semences 169



B. Haddad in 1988: Baghdad 509





Third Part: Letter from 

Catholicos Patriarch of the 

East Mar Aba concerning 

instructions for the monks 

in cities in addition to 

canons concerning 

marriage. Letter of Mar 

Ishoʿyahb of Gedala

Patriarch of the East 

confession of the two 

natures of Christ. 

Letter of Atticus of Constantinople to Euphesinus. Dogmatic letter 

against Apolinarism and Theophysite faith. Some translations to the 

Cappadocian Fathers: Gregory of Nazianzus and John Chrysostom. 

Letter concerning Nestorius’ teaching. History and chronicle since 

the death of Hormizd until the end of the Persian empire. Canons 

concerning the monastic community in Mardin in the mountain of 

Izla. Canons to regulate the school of Nisibis. Canons and laws 

concerning monasticism, judgments, inheritance and marriage in 

addition to some liturgical rites. There is a genre of questions and 

answers, which were officially included in this canonical collection. 



According to Chabot, the final 

redaction to this canonical collection 

should be done in the days of 

Catholicos Eliya I of Tirhan (d. 1049), 

who should be responsible for the 

final revision of this “great East 

Syriac Synodicon”, where he himself 

had issued several canons in the 

hereditary law. 

For a general description about the

collection of Synodicon Orientale,

by L. van Rompay (GEDSH 2011)

[pdf sent with the handouts]. Also

see e-Gedsh:

https://gedsh.bethmardutho.org/ent

ry/Synodicon-Orientale

https://gedsh.bethmardutho.org/entry/Synodicon-Orientale


ii. Excel file

The first thing I did once the images arrived at the library of Fscire, was to create a simple 

cataloguing excel database for each image (821 images). This helped me at the later stage, 

which looking for the texts we need for our COGD 5.2 edition.



b. Codicology: i. Binding  / ii. Dimensions

840 pages. Each page is divided in two columns. 

Different hand writings because of various scribes (collected in different stages).  The 

dimensions of the manuscript are 39 x 25 Centimeters. There are 41 lines in each page. 



i. Damages: (1- old holes,   2- recent bad binding,     3- black ink spots)

There are damages in the manuscript and there is an urgent need to restore it. There are 

some black color on few folios, and unprofessional binding have caused further damages. 



a. Paleography

i. Scribal habits

ii.Repetition

iii.Scribal errors



III. COGD 5.2 Critical Edition 

a. Short history of the work



Contributors of COGD 5, have visited Fscire library to access the digital images of the MS (with

a special device to display the images in a high-resolution monitor).



b. Getting the other MSS of Synodicon Orientale in addition to MS Alqosh



c. Birnie English translation



d. Constructing Stemma



e. Creating the textual corpus: i. Manual transcription from Chabot’s edition 

ii. Digital OCR / Mar Aba letters



iii. Simtha e-corpus / letter of Timothy II



f. The Edition of COGD 5.2



i. Content

ii. Ground-

breaking outcome 

(Mar Aba letters)



ii. Ground-

breaking outcome 

(Mar Aba letters)



iii. New Synods 

(from Timothy until 

the end)



i. Sources are Indispensable!

1. MSS even late copies

g. Some Helpful Hints



i. Sources are Indispensable!

2. Old copies (B/W photocopy of Alqosh MS)



i. Sources are Indispensable!

3. Previous editions (Chabot, Braun…)



i. Sources are Indispensable!

4. Online corpora (Simtho, Syri.ac…)



i. Sources are Indispensable!

5. Other ongoing projects (Kaufhold’s Turas Dine…)



ii. Consultations / Communication

1. With General Editor

2. With scholars (in addition to contributors of COGD)

3. With colleagues (COGD, Syriac studies)



iii. Organize your files properly

1. Metrical names for the files

2. Backup the files after each major step 

3. Make sure to name the files according to each change



iv. Record your steps

1. Take several notes (work diary) 

2. Screenshots whenever it is possible

3. Emails: check previous discussions 



v. Beware of losing your work!

1. Save your CTE file frequently

2. Try not to open many files at the same time 

3. Print out and even pdf make another visual reality



vi. Train your CTE

1. Syriac in CTE and Mac (some conflicts)

2. Build your model/template according a previous file 

3. Tricks in CTE Apparatus and how to print





vii. Bibliography

1. Make a file for all the bibliography

2. Not every bibliography online is correct (check the books)!

3. Consistency of Names, places, dates, titles…



viii. Pottering a complete pdf draft   

1. Separate files for: Introductions, Text of the edition, Translation

2. Each complete draft with unite header/footer (date and name)

3. Patience with many different comments!



Corpus Christianorum—Conciliorum Oecumenicorum Generaliumque Decreta V.2



Thanks!

Discussion and questions


